THE POWERS THAT DO NOT RESPECT THE FREE FLOW OF LIFE AT ALL LEVELS OF
GAIA HAVE TO LEAVE OUR BODIES AND THE BODY OF THE EARTH
As the consequence of the human race losing the memory of its true identity many doors
opened through which powers foreign to Gaia could enter and manipulate all the dimensions
of her being. The human world is not an exemption. This fact can be considered as one of
the main reasons for the destructive attitude and action of humanity against life and its
sacred dimensions.
At this critical moment in the evolution of the Earthly cosmos it needs to declare clearly that
we as human beings (and as humanity) do not want to follow the path inspired by the powers
foreign to the essence of life. Instead we decide to follow the path of transformation that Gaia
as a cosmic consciousness has prepared for all of its beings. It is the path leading towards
freedom for all beings of life existing at all levels of the Earthly universe including the human
race and its world of ancestors and descendants. Meant is the freedom of existing and
creating according to our true identity and our role in the ocean of life.
Expressing this decision it needs to be aware that changes that will follow in the years ahead
can be deep-reaching and beyond our imagination. Yet be aware not to generate patterns of
fear. Follow the path of hope and trust that the whole Universe is with us supporting our
decision.
1. Be fully present in all of your dimensions and declare yourself as a holographic piece
(a fractal) of humanity. Feel perfectly protected.
2. Find your way to express your decision to follow the path of life according to the
proposal explained above.
3. Be aware of the primeval consciousness and power of the Universe that science calls
“the black matter”. In other languages it can be called “the power of the Black
Madonna” or the “black aspect of Sophia, the universal Wisdom”.
4. Imagine that those foreign powers and their consciousness enslaving the kingdoms of
the Earth, are being sucked out of the sacred body of Gaia by the power and the
consciousness of the “black matter” to be transformed into their original state of
being.
5. Be aware that they and their patterns also have to leave all dimensions of your own
body as well as the body of the human race and its consciousness.
6. Ask Gaia, the Mother of life, to fill-in the empty spaces left behind by the foreign
powers with her elemental consciousness and the substance of life.
7. Repeat the meditation as often as possible during the following month perhaps
recreating it in the form that is best for you.

